NOTES
THE IMPACT OF THIRD PREFERENCE STATUS
(PROFESSIONALS) ON IMMIGRANTS AS CREATED BY
THE 1965 AMENDMENT TO THE IMMIGRATION AND
NATIONALITY ACT - RETRACTION OF EXPANSION
OF DEGREE EQUIVALENCY - MATTER OF PORTUGUES
Do ATLANTICO INFORMATION BUREAU, INC.

I.

INTRODUCTION

On September 27, 1984, the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) promulgated new law with its decision,
Matter of Portugues Do Atlantico Information Bureau, Inc.' In Portugues, the INS denied beneficiary's 2 application for a third preference
visa.' The INS claimed that the beneficiary was not a "member of
I Matter of Portugues Do Atlantico Information Bureau, Inc., I. & N. No. 2982
(Sept. 27, 1984) (order denying petition).
2 In immigration decisions, courts often refer to those seeking visa petitions as
beneficiaries.
Immigration and Nationality (McCarran-Walter) Act of 1952, ch. 477, 66 Stat.
163 (1952) (codified as amended in scattered sections of 8 U.S.C.). The amendment
broke up the preference categories into six preference classes:
(1) the unmarried sons or unmarried daughters of citizens of the United
States, (2) spouses, unmarried sons or unmarried daughters of an alien
lawfully admitted for pernfanent residence, (3) members of the professions,
or who because of their exceptional ability in the sciences or arts will
substantially benefit prospectively the national economy, cultural interest,
or welfare of the United States, and whose services in the professions,
sciences, or arts are sought by an employer in the United States, (4) married
sons or daughters of citizens of the United States, (5) brothers or sisters
of citizens of the United States, (6) those capable of performing specified
skills or unskilled labor, not of a temporary or seasonal nature, for which
a shortage of employable or willing persons exists in the United States.
8 U.S.C. § 1153(a)(l)-(6) (1970 & Supp. 1986).
More specifically, -the third preference category stipulates:
Visas shall next be made available, in a number not to exceed 10 per
centum of the number specified in section 1151(a) of this title, to qualified
immigrants who are members of the professions, or who because of their
exceptional ability in the sciences or the arts will substantially benefit
prospectively the national economy, cultural interests, or welfare of the
United States, and whose services in the professions, sciences, or arts are
sought by an employer in the United States.
Id. § 1153(a)(3)(1986).
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the professions ' 4 as required by section 203(a)(3) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (INA).5 Rather than justifying its decision on
the fact that the beneficiary lacked a baccalaureate degree, 6 the INS
decided the case on the basis of whether or not experience can be
used to qualify an immigrant as a professional. The INS proclaimed
that, henceforth, experience will not be a substitute for education
for the purpose of establishing professional immigration status. 7 The
Portugues decision, therefore, effectively barred any professional
qualifications except that as evidenced by a diploma. 8 According to
Portugues, the absolute distinction between a professional and a
nonprofessional was whether or not the beneficiary's occupation was
substantiated by a formal degree. 9

The prospective immigrant employee in Portugues was specifically to be engaged
as a supervisor of immigrant remittances. Portugues, I. & N. No. 2982 at 1. At
the time of the decision, the immigrant had been employed eight years as a specialist
in remittances of currency from abroad to Portugal. The position required knowledge
of domestic and Portuguese law relating to currency transfers. Id. at 4.
8 U.S.C. §§ I 101(a)(32) (1970), 1153 (a)(3) (1986). The beneficiary was actually
applying for professional status in order to obtain an H-I visa, which allows an
alien coming temporarily to the United States to perform services of an exceptional
nature requiring such merit and ability. Id. § I l01(a)(15)(H)(i) (1970 & Supp. 1986).
The court, however, analogized the beneficiary's application to those immigrants
seeking permanent residence as a professional, thereby requiring the same standards.
Portugues, I. & N. No. 2982 at 2. The remainder of this Note, therefore, will make
no distinction between Portugues and case law concerning applications based on §§
1101(a)(32) and 1152(a)(3) of the Act.
, The INS has followed a common standard in most third preference petitions:
an occupation is considered a profession if it requires a baccalaureate degree as a
minimum entry requirement. Matter of Asuncion, 11 1. § N. Dec. 660, 662 (R.C.
1966).
1 Ironically, the INS concentrated on an argument by petitioner that was both
misplaced and irrelevant. Ruthizer, Matter of Portugues: Analysis and a Proposal
for Change, 8 IMM. J. (AILA) No. 2. at 1 (April-June 1985). In his petition, the
beneficiary tried to equate his experience with a bachelor's degree. Portugues, 1. &
N. No. 2982 at 3. The INS quickly picked up on this erroneous argument and went
on to hold experience invalidg in practically all third preference situations. Id.
Portugues, 1. & N. No. 2982 at 3.
9 Formal degree standard refers to the rationale that the beneficiary must have
successfully completed at least a baccalaureate level of education and, consequently,
obtained a diploma. See, e.g., Matter of Asuncion, 11 I. & N. Dec. 660 (R.C.
1966); Matter of Shin, 11 1. & N. Dec. 686 (D.D. 1966). Portuguesdid give cursory
respect to prior case law which made exceptions to the formal degree requirement.
Portugues, 1. & N. No. 2982 at 3. Portugues specifically mentioned Matter of
Yaakov, 13 1. & N. Dec. 203 (R.C. 1969) and Matter of Bienkowski, 12 I. & N.
Dec. 17 (D.D. 1966), in which the third preference petitioners were awarded professional status based on "extraordinary personal ability" and their occupation of
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Development in the third preference cases emerged largely as a
result of the permissive language in sections 101(a)(32) and 203(a)(3)
of INA.' 0 Although the Act provides a list of professions to aid in
the classification of an immigrant as a professional," the Act specifically states the list is not exhaustive.1 2 In response to the Act's
open-ended provision, the INS took the liberty of creating its own
definition of a "professional" immigrant.
Prior to the Portugues decision, the INS leniently handled third
preference petitions. The INS routinely granted visas to those immigrants with a baccalaureate degree. 3 The INS also allowed those
immigrants with "formal academic preparation"'' 4 and specialized
training and practical experience 5 to obtain visas. The INS even
expanded the third preference classification to include those who are
"regarded" as professionals. 6 The law was expanded incrementally
to meet the varying qualifications offered by immigrants applying
for third preference classifications. The Portugues case, however,
ended the continued use of such liberal interpretation of the term
"professional."
By holding that experience no longer qualifies as an equivalent
degree, the Portugues court invalidated nineteen years of prior decisions. 7 This Note discusses the propriety of Portugues in light of

"clearly professional positions." Portugues, I. & N. No. 2982 at 3. The Portugues
court also recognized Matter of Shin in which a third preference status was based
upon a program of equivalent specialized instruction and experience. Id. Ultimately,
however, the Portugues court took a hard-line approach regarding those immigrants
seeking professional stature. Portuguesde-emphasized Yaakov, Bienkowski and Shin
by pointing out their exceptional nature and then attacked the "venerable but
erroneous" theory that experience can be equated with education. Id.

8 U.S.C. §§ 1101(a)(32) (1970), 1153(a)(3) (1986).

8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(32) (1970). The statute defines a profession as follows:
"The term 'professions' shall include but not be limited to architects, engineers,
lawyers, physicians, surgeons, and teachers in elementary or secondary schools,
colleges, academies, or seminaries." Id.
,2See id.
," Matter of Hsueh, 11 1. & N. Dec. 652 (D.D. 1966).
"4Matter of Badbada, I1 1. & N. Dec. 654, 655 (R.C. 1966).
'' Guinto v. District Director of INS, 303 F. Sup. 1094, 1096 (C.D. Cal. 1969).
Matter of Gutierrez, 12 1. & N. Dec. 418 (D.D. 1967), "Registered nurses
have traditionally been regarded as professional persons." Id. at 420.
"1From the time the Act was passed, 1965, to the Portugues decision, 1984, the
courts had continually created new ways for an immigrant to qualify for a third
preference visa. See Matter of Hsueh, 11 1. & N. Dec. 652 (D.D. 1966); Matter of
Asuncion, 11 1. & N. Dec. 660 (R.C. 1966); Matter of Shin, I11. & N. Dec. 686
(D.D. 1966).
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such case precedent. The Note, likewise, questions the validity of the
Portugues case when contrasted with the legislative intent underlying
the 1965 creation of the third preference category. It also discusses
the irony of the Portugues court's restrictiveness amidst widespread
abuse of immigration policy by illegal immigrants and the impact of
the case on current immigration policy.
II. BACKGROUND
A.

Beginnings: The third preference category as created by the
1965 amendment to the Immigration and Nationality Act

United States immigration policy has experienced several major
upheavals, 8 but none so profound as the 1965 amendment to the
Immigration and Nationality Act.' 9 Restrictive measures based on an
immigrant's birthplace characterized immigration law prior to 1965.
The previous immigration provisions assigned quotas to each nationality, with Eastern, Asian, and South American countries receiving
far less quota allowances than the Western European nations. 20 The

,1 Immigration legislative policy began with the idea that to keep out those whose
own fathers had founded the United States would be both ironic and hypocritical.
As early as 1801, Thomas Jefferson asked, "Shall we refuse to the unhappy fugitives
from distress that hospitality which the savages of the wilderness extended to our
fathers arriving in this land?" HUTCHINSON, LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF AMERICAN
IMMIGRATION POLICY: 1795-1965 17 (1981) (quoting Thomas Jefferson's inaugural
address, made on December 8, 1801).
By the end of the nineteenth century, however, United States immigration law
reflected America's "closed door" policy. The Immigration Act of 1875, Ch. 141,
18 Stat. 477, marked the start of direct federal regulatory measures against immigrants. At the turn of the century, more acts followed. The Immigration Act of
August 3, 1882, ch. 374, 22 Stat. 124, added mental defectives and those likely to
become public charges to the already existing exclusion list of convicts and immorals.
The Immigration Act of February 5, 1917, ch. 29, 39 Stat. 874, added a literacy
requirement and placed further restrictions on Asians. Under the Quota Act of 1921,
ch. 8, 42 Stat. 5, the number of aliens of any nationality who could immigrate to
the United States was restricted to 3% of the United States citizens of that nationality.
The Immigration Quota Act of 1924, ch. 190, 42 Stat. 153, was also based on
national origin and placed even further restrictions on immigrants. The 1924 Act
placed a ceiling of 150,000 immigrants allowed per year, with 2% from each nationality represented in the United States as of 1890.-On June 27, 1952, the Immigration and Nationality Act, ch. 477, 66 Stat. 163 was enacted by Congress over
President Truman's veto. The Act of 1952 primarily codified into one statute the
many and complex immigration laws that had been passed up to that point. For
an excellent outline of the immigration legislation up to 1965, see AUERBACH,
IMMIGRATION LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES 4-17 (2d ed. 1961).
" 8 U.S.C.
§§ 1101-1503 (1970 & Supp. 1986).
See supra text accompanying note 18.
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1965 amendment, however, replaced the national origin quota system
with a selection process based on six preference classes. 2 An equitable
means of apportioning immigration slots seemed particularly appro22
priate to Congress in light of the newly passed Civil Rights Act.
In response to the changing United States attitude towards minorities, President Kennedy called on Congress to revise and modernize United States immigration laws to reflect a more rational basis
for apportioning immigration quotas. 23 In his speech, the President
proposed an immigration selection system which would reflect "in
every detail the principles of equality and human dignity to which
our Nation subscribes." '2 4 The President denounced past United States
immigration policies which were based on "accidents of birth" and
suggested a complete reform. 25 Under the President's formula, immigrants who could contribute to the national welfare were given
highest selection priority. 26 The next priority was given to those
27
immigrants who wanted to reunite their families.
President Johnson's 1965 speech to Congress provided an impetus
for legislation on the amendment to the INA. 21 President Johnson
2' IMMIGRATION

AND NATIONALITY

ACT - AMENDMENTS,

H.R. 2580, 89th Cong.,

1st Sess., reprinted in 1965 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 883:
The bill H.R. 2580, as amended, does not embody a comprehensive
revision of the Immigration and Nationality Act, but has as its primary
objective the abolishment of the national origins quota system for the
allocation of immigrant visas and the substitution of a new system of
allocation based on a system of preferences which extends priorities in the
issuance of immigration visas to close relatives of United States citizens
and aliens lawfully admitted for permanent residence, to aliens who are
members of the professions, arts, or sciences, and to skilled or unskilled
alien laborers who are needed in the United States, and to certain refugees.
Id. at 3329-30 (restatement of S. REP. No. 758, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965)).
22 Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241. See also 109 CONG.
REC. S13,164 (1963) [hereinafter cited as 109 CONG. REC.I. (Sen. Gary Hart stating,
"It is fitting that this proposal should come at a time when the Nation and the
Congress are deeply committed to a full review of our practices and laws affecting
our fellow citizens of different races.").
21 S.REP. 1932, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. (1963), 109 CONG. REC. at S13,769 (1963).
24 Id.
25 Id.

21In his speech, President Kennedy recognized the current policy of admitting
those immigrants with "special skills, education or training," but emphasized that
they were admitted only within the confines of the national origins quota. Id. By
eliminating the quota system, President Kennedy urged admittance without restriction
(aside from a ceiling on the total number for those immigrants who could be helpful
to the United States economy and culture). Id.
27 Id.
2" 1965 H. JOURNAL.
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proclaimed that action on United States immigration policy was "long
overdue."'29 The President intimated that the continuation of the
anachronistic national origin policy deprived the United States of
talented, skilled citizens.30 Furthermore, President Johnson suggested
that a retention of the quota system impeded a successful foreign
policy.3 ' President Johnson's proposal mirrored President Kennedy's
suggestions concerning immigration classifications.3 2 The Presidents
both felt that immigration policy should reflect two primary United
States interests: (1) the need for skilled workers who could contribute

to the nation's economy and welfare, and (2) the desire to reunite
3
families .
Using the policies espoused in President Kennedy's speech, Senator
Gary Hart formulated a bill to amend the INA.3 4 As did President
Kennedy, Senator Hart urged that first preference be given to immigrants who would be "especially advantageous" to the United
States, with those having familial ties receiving second preference

classification."
Senator Hart's proposal, Senate bill 500,36 gained support as the
congressional debates over immigration continued. Much of the bill's

29

Id.

30 Id.

President Kennedy had likewise referred to immigrants as valuable sources
of strength. 109 CONG. REC. at S13,769 (1963).
1,1965 H. JOURNAL at 113. Foreign policy principles were to play a fundamental
part in the congressional debates over the immigration amendment. While the 1965
amendment undoubtedly placed immigrants on a first-come, first-served basis without
regard to birthplace, the Congress became embroiled over the question of whether
or not the worldwide ceiling would apply to the Latin American countries. Secretary
of State Dean Rusk spearheaded the faction claiming that putting a cap on the Latin
American immigrants would irreparably harm United States-Latin American relations.
See 111 CONG. REC. H21,951 (1965). On the other hand, the Macgregor amendment
called for all nations to be put on exactly the same footing. See id. See also id. at
H21,814-15.
12
1965 H. JOURNAL at 113.
3 Id.

109 CONG. REC. at S13,160 (1963) (introduction of S. RES. 1932 by Sen. Gary
Hart). Senator Hart would remain active through the entire amendment process. In
final accolades of the amendment, Sen. Mansfield praised Sen. Hart for being "the
driving force behind the bill which served as the blue-print for the Senate's work
on the measure passed today." 11 CONG. REC. at S24,785 (1965).
,1In a speech reminiscent of President Kennedy's proclamation, Sen. Hart called
for a reform which would end the "meanness of spirit" found in the current United
States immigration law and would instead reflect the United States belief of the
"individual worth of each man." 109 CONG. REC. at S13,160 (1963).
16 Senate Bill 500 was introduced by Sen. Hart on January 15, 1965, only two
days after President Johnson's speech to Congress. Ill CONG. REC. at 705 (1965).
14
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attraction lay in the realization that not only were current immigration
laws outdated,3 7 but also, that they were ineffective.3" The new
amendment, as proposed by Senator Hart, cured both ills. It abolished
a system based solely on nationality39 and strengthened regulation on

immigration influx.

40

11 One of the most vehement supporters of the 1965 amendment was Rep. Celler,
who had witnessed previous failures to amend the national origin quota system.
Rep. Celler blamed the perpetuation of the quota system on the United States'
hysterical reaction to war:
As year followed year I came to realize that the Immigration Act was
not the work of a group of men apart from the people. It was a product
of the temper of the times. It was the same temper which had rejected
Wilson and the League of Nations. We, generally, were tired - tired of
foreign entanglements. Like children who had been asked to do something
for which they were not ready, we wanted to pick up our marbles and go
home. The angry quarrels of Europe, the division among its peoples, the
never-ending Balkan jealousies, the diplomatic game to make and keep
balances of power, represented to the United States a quarrelsome, dangerous, ill-bred family that we did not want to join. We were asking to
be children just a little while longer. We expressed this in isolationism,
irritability, in the high tariff, in the immigration law of 1917, and in
uncurbed credits and real estate boons. It takes a long time to grow up.
Id. at H21,579.
31The ineffectivness of the INA of 1952 was a popular subject during the
congressional debates concerning an amendment. Representative Michael Feighan
estimated that from 1949 to 1964, non-quota immigration had doubled quota immigration. Id. at H12,088. Representative Moore gave the figure of 3 million immigrants entering the United States between 1952 and 1965 of which 60 percent
were attributable to non-quota immigration. Id. at H21,590.
'9 "The principal purpose of the bill, as amended, is to repeal the national origin
quota provisions of the Act." S. REP. No. 748, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965), reprinted
in 1965 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEws 3328.
, By setting up an elaborate system of selection through preference categories,
there were inherent regulatory provisions within the amendment. Specifically, the
amendment provided for stringent controls over the possibility of immigration affecting American workers:
Except as otherwise provided, the following classes of aliens shall be
ineligible to receive visas and shall be excluded from admission into the
United States...
Aliens seeking to enter the United States, for the purpose of performing
skilled or unskilled labor, unless the Secretary of Labor has determined
and certified to the Secretary of State and the Attorney General that (A)
there are not sufficient workers in the United States who are able, willing,
qualified, (or equally qualified as in the case of aliens who are members
of the teaching profession or who have exceptional ability in the sciences
or arts), and available at the time of application for a visa and admission
to the United States and at the place to which the alien is destined to
perform such skilled or unskilled labor, and (B) the employment of such
aliens will not adversely affect the wages and working conditions of the
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In June of 1965, Representative Michael Feighan presented his
version of an amendment. 4' Unlike the proposals from Presidents
Kennedy and Johnson and Senator Hart, Congressman Feighan suggested the preference categories be switched. 42 Under the Feighan
plan, first priority was to be given to immediate family members of
United States citizens and the next priority preference would go to

workers in the United States similarly employed.
8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(14) (1986).
The amendment also controlled the influx of refugees, one class of immigrants
who had been largely responsible for the imbalance between quota and non-quota
immigrants. 8 U.S.C. § 1153(a)(7)(1970). Prior to the amendment, Congress had
sought to cure the refugees' plight through sporadic legislation. In his speech to
Congress, Celler outlined no less than seven separate acts passed since 1948, designed
to allow immigrants to bypass the quota system. 111 CONG. REc. H21,756 (1965).
In 1948, the first Displaced Persons Act was passed in response to the thousands
of World War II victims who required homes. Displaced Persons Act of 1948, ch.
647, 62 Stat. 1009. A second Displaced Persons Act, ch. 262, 64 Stat. 219, was
passed in 1950. In 1953, the Refugee Relief Act was passed to allow refugees to
circumvent quotas. Refugee Relief Act of 1953, ch. 336, 67 Stat. 400. Relief was
also provided for victims of earthquakes and wars and to those relatives and
permanent residents who had been waiting to get into the United States for over
ten years. By adding section 203(a)(7) to the amendment, Congress accomplished in
one shot what it had been doing bit by bit for years:
Conditional entries shall next be made available by the Attorney General,
pursuant to such regulations as he may prescribe and in a number not to
exceed 6 per centum of the number specified in section 201(a)(ii), to aliens
who satisfy an Immigration and Naturalization Service officer at an examination in any non-Communist or non-Communist dominated country,
(A) that (i) because of persecution or fear of persecution on account of
race, religion, or political opinion they have fled (I) from any Communist
or Communist dominated country or area, or (II) from any country within
the general area of the Middle East, and (ii) are unable or unwilling to
return to such country or area on account of race, religion or political
opinion, and (iii) are not nationals of the countries or areas in which their
application for conditional entry is made; or (B) that they are persons
uprooted by catastrophic natural calamity as defined by the President who
are unable to return to their usual place of abode. For the purpose of the
foregoing the term "general area of the Middle East" means the area
between and including (1) Libya on the west, (2) Turkey on the north, (3)
Pakistan on the east and (4) Saudi Arabia and Ethiopia on the south;
provided, that immigrant visas in a number not exceeding one-half of the
number specified in this paragraph may be made available, in lieu of
conditional entries of a like number, to such aliens who have been continually
physically present in the United States for a period of at least two years
prior to application for adjustment of status.
8 U.S.C. § 1153(a)(7) (1970).
111 CONG. REC. 12,088 (1965).
42 Id.
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those immigrants with desirable skills and talents. 43 Congressman
Feighan's proposal was also significant in that he characterized skilled
immigrants as "members of the professions and scientists and persons
with skill and talent in the visual and performing arts."" Congressman
Feighan's language eventually was enacted, with few changes, into
the Act.45
Interestingly, throughout the congressional debates on the amendment the word "professional" was never defined. While Congressman
Feighan's characterization of a professional immigrant was accepted
by the other legislators without dissent," the third preference immigrants were also described at the hearings as immigrants with "skills
and talents, '47 "outstanding talents, ' 48 "knowledge and unique
skills," ' 49 and those who could contribute to the "economic and

cultural life of the United States." 50 In short, the emphasis concerning
worker immigrants was not on a particular occupation, but rather,
on the immigrant's perceived potential to contribute to the prosperity
and growth of the United States."
Although dissent5 2 and controversy53 accompanied the proceedings
as to other parts of the amendment, support for the amendment
remained strong throughout the hearings. 4 The Feighan amendment
to the Immigration and Nationality Act became law on October 3,

43
44

Id.
Id.
See 8 U.S.C. § 1153(a)(3) (1986).
See generally 111 CONG. REC. H21,755 - H21,820 (1965) (None of the legislators

seemed particularly concerned with the third preference category being labeled as

"professional.").
47 Id. at H21,597.
11 Id. at H21,758.
4
Id. at H21,795.
'o Id. at H21,765.
5 The emphasis on this potential contributory power was seen by at least one
author as a continuation of America's protectionist policy. Scully, Is the Door Open
Again? - A Survey of Our New Immigration Law, UCLA L. REV. 227, 242 (1966).
Congressman Moore also pointed out that by selecting high quality immigrants, the
United States was exercizing its right to "exclude the inadmissible." Ill CONG. REc.
H21,589 (1965).
2 Ill CONG. REC. H21,773 (1965). Congressman Fisher objected to the amend-

ment because he felt the number of immigrants admitted would increase substantially,
particularly those immigrants from Asia, Africa, and the Orient. Id.
1 See id. at H21,951, H21,771-73.
5 The strong support for H.R. 2580 was obvious throughout the hearing, and

was evidenced by the final tallies. The Senate had 76 yeas and only 18 nays. Id.
at S24,783. The House of Representatives had 318 yeas and 95 nays. Id. at H21,820-

21.
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1965.11 As soon as Congress had amended the INA, the judiciary
began its task of interpreting the new law.
B.

Growth: Developments in case law concerning third preference
immigrants

Five months after Congress passed the 1965 amendment, 6 the beneficiary in Matter of Hsueh" applied for a third preference visa based
on his occupation as a physicist." The court concluded that a baccalaureate degree served as the minimum entry requirement for classification as "professional." 9 Since the beneficiary possessed a master's degree
in his field, he qualified as a professional." In Matter of Ascunicion, '
the degree standard again was used to determine whether an applicant's
occupation constituted a profession. In Asuncion, however, the court
did not implement the baccalaureate degree, but rather, set a standard
which corresponded to that level of education which was the "realistic
prerequisite" to becoming a professional. 2 Asuncion recognized that

11Id. at H25,925.
56

Id.

-1Matter of Hsueh, I 1 1. & N. Dec. 652 (D.D. 1966), was decided on February
24, 1966. Id.
1 Id. at 653.
59 Id.

I
ld.
Matter of Asuncion, I1 1. & N. Dec. 660 (R.C. 1966).
62 In its decision, the Asuncion court set forth its analysis of what is encompassed
in a profession:
Examination of the occupations named in 101(a)(32) of the Act indicates
the following characteristics common to all: (1) recognition as a member
of those professions normally requires the successful completion of a specified course of education on the college or university level, culminating in
the attainment of a specific type of degree or diploma; and (2) the attainment
of such degree or diploma is usually the minimum requirement for entry
into those occupations. Thus, not every individual who is graduated from
an accredited college or university is classifiable as a member of the professions. If the degree or diploma he obtains equips the individual to enter
an occupation for which the attainment of the degree or diploma is not a
realistic prerequisite, that occupation may not be considered to be a profession. Also, if the degree or diploma obtained is so avocational in nature
that it does not provide the recipient with a background which can be
accepted as a realistic qualification for a specific position, the recipient
would not be classifiable as a member of the professions on the basis of
his educational attainment.
Id.at 662.
'
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''equivalent experience" would sufficiently substitute for formalized
education.63
A line of cases quickly adopted Asuncion's "equivalent experience"
formula, allowing immigrants third preference status irrespective of
their lack of a formal degree. 64 Three weeks after the Asuncion
decision, the court in Matter of Devnani allowed an immigrant with
only two years of undergraduate study at a United States university 66
to gain admittance into the United States as a chemist. 67 In Matter
of Yaakov, 68 the court granted a visa petition to an immigrant who
had twelve years of experience as a librarian, but no diploma. 69
Similarly, twelve years of experience as an economist enabled a beneficiary to obtain a third preference visa. 70 A court also allowed a

63 The Asuncion court did not indicate what it meant by "equivalent experience."
Since "equivalent experience" was parenthesized immediately following the degree/
diploma language, however, it appears the court intended equivalent experience to
mean that which would give the beneficiary the same kind of knowledge consistent
with education required for the profession, the absence of a degree being a mere
technicality. Id. But see Tang v. District Director of INS, 298 F. Supp. 413, 416
n.l (C.D. Cal. 1969)("the regulation does not define the term 'equivalent' or provide
any guidelines for judging what types of experience or education, or both in combination, would be 'equivalent' to a degree from an accredited institution.").
- For purposes of this Note, "formal degree" will be a degree obtained in
recognition of a successful completion of collegiate educational studies.
61 Matter of Devnani, II I. & N. Dec. 800 (D.D. 1966).
If an immigrant had acquired his education at a foreign university, the Office
of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare would determine how
much credit the immigrant had earned at a United States university. See id. at 800.
See also IA C. GORDON & H. ROSENFIELD, IMMIGRATION LAW AND PROCEDURE,

3.5(b) (1985) (describing the procedure for entry by a third preference immigrant,

including the authority by INS to have beneficiary's application evaluated by credential services to determine the comparability between petitioner's foreign education
and United States education).
61 Matter of Devnani, 11 1. & N. Dec. 800 (D.D. 1966). The beneficiary had
almost ten and a half years of experience in the chemical industry. He was also a
member of the American Chemical Society. The court held that the combination of
the petitioner's high education and extensive work experience qualified him as a
professional under the meaning of 203(a)(3) of the Act. Id.
61 13 1. & N. Dec. 203 (R.C. 1969).
69 Id. at 204. The court was also impressed by the fact that the beneficiary had
been offered a position of high standing in the Library of Congress. Id.
70 Despite the beneficiary's lack of a degree, he had obtained extensive education
at the University of St. Andrews in Scotland. Beneficiary had passed general M.A.
examinations in Polish, Moral Philosophy, Economics and Political Science. He also
attended classes at the University of London and the Institute of Business Administration of the University of Toronto. Matter of Bienkowski, 12 I. & N. Dec. 17,
18 (D:D. 1966).
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beneficiary to enter the United States based on his nine years of
accounting experience.

71

Aside from the administrative court decisions, district courts have
held that, given the right circumstances, experience is a justifiable
equivalent for an academic degree. In one such case, Maderazo v.
Farrell,72 the beneficiary applied for a third preference visa based on
her Bachelor of Laws degree obtained in the Philippines. 73 INS denied
her petition, claiming the beneficiary had not established the appropriate academic preparation or employment background necessary to
be classified as a professional. 74 On appeal, the United States district
court remanded the decision and granted the beneficiary's motion
for summary judgment. 75 In its decision, the district court relied on
the beneficiary's experience as a law clerk in both her native country
and San Francisco.7 6 The court also noted that according to the
Business and Professional Code of California, 77 law office study could
be substituted for college or university study in order to gain ad78
mittance to the California Bar.

In another case,79 the beneficiary applied for a visa based upon
her eighteen years of experience as an elementary school teacher.80
Despite the fact that teaching is a recognized profession under the
Act, 8 the INS refused to grant the beneficiary's petition. 82 The district

7,

The beneficiary had received a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the Uni-

versity of Bombay. The beneficiary had also completed postgraduate work toward
a master's degree, lacking a diploma due to an unsatisfactory thesis. Matter of
Arjani, 12 I. & N. Dec. 649 (R.C. 1967). Relying on the beneficiary's education
from a foreign university, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare determined that the beneficiary only had the experience of a high school education
plus two years of college. Id. at 651. The Regional Commissioner reversed the
decision, determining that the beneficiary's education, specialized experience and
training collectively equaled a bachelor's degree in accounting. Id. at 652.
Maderazo v. Farrell, 308 F. Supp. 1146 (D. D.C. 1970).
Id. at 1147.
Id. at 1148-49. The court specifically stated that since the beneficiary had held
intermittent non-professional jobs, she had not shown an intention to engage in
lawyering in the United States. But see id. at 1148, nn. 6-7.
71 Maderazo, 308 F. Supp. at 1149.
16The beneficiary had worked as a law clerk in Manila for several months, but
72

14

because her compensation was inadequate, she had to quit and take a job as a
marketing researcher. Id. at 1147. Upon arrivinig in the United States, the beneficiary

again worked as a law clerk, this time in a San Francisco law firm. Id.
The Business and Professional Code of California § 6060(g)(3)(ii) (1959).
7" Maderazo, 308 F. Supp. at 1148.
19Guinto v. District Director of INS, 303 F. Supp. 1094 (1969).
7

goId.
8 U.S.C. § 1101(2)(32) (1970).
82 Guinto,
303 F. Supp. at 1095. The District Director determined that the
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court reversed and remanded the case, declaring that extensive practical experience can be an adequate substitute for a formalized academic education.8 3 Furthermore, the court rejected the postulate that
an immigrant must have the equivalent of a United States university
degree to practice his or her profession in the United States. 4
In 1967, Matter of Gutierrez" broke new ground for those immigrants seeking third preference status. In Gutierrez, the court held
that "recognition" as a professional could elevate the immigrant to
professional status.8 6 The court deemed the beneficiary a "member
of the professions" despite the fact that as a nurse, she was not
required to have a baccalaureate degree.8 7 The Gutierrez court stated
that while professional status is normally attained through completion
of higher education, registered nurses have "traditionally" been regarded by their peers as professionals. 8
Within a few years after the enactment of the amendment, the
courts with the advent of Gutierrez had moved from a formal degree
requirement to degree equivalency and finally to recognition by one's
peers as being dispositive of professional status. What started as a
restrictive rule gradually evolved into a flexible set of guidelines.8 9

beneficiary had obtained only the equivalence of two years of education at a United

States junior college. Id. The Regional Commissioner then lowered the equivalency
to the level of high school. Id.
Id. at 1096. The court relied on Matter of Strippa, 11 1. & N. Dec. 672 (1966).
Guinto 303 F. Supp. at 1097. The Court held "for the favored professions a

license to practice in their home country will assure their qualifying to be admitted
here in the United States, regardless of the inadequacies of their foreign education
as measured by American standards." Id.
11Matter of Gutierrez, 12 1. & N. Dec. 481 (D.D. 1967).

8 In making an exception for nurses, the court stated, "ordinarily, recognition
of status as a member of the professions is attained through completion of high
education, generally at the baccalaureate level or higher, by virtue of which the

individual becomes qualified to enter a particular field of endeavor. However,
registered nurses have traditionally been regarded as professional persons." Id. at
419-20.
The court's rationale for allowing nursing to be classified as a profession was
97

based on the distinction drawn between professional and practical nurses, as articulated in THE OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK 122-25 (1966-1967 ed.). The court
also took notice of the fact that the American Nurse's Association required successful
completion of a written examination in order to qualify as a licensed professional
nurse. Gutierrez 12 I. & N. at 418-19.
" The court, however, did not state any authority supporting that tradition.
Gutierrez, 12 1 & N at 420. 20 C.F.R. § 656 10 (1985).
9 The Shin court summarized the flexibility of the third preference category.

"The vocations included in the term 'profession' in our modern highly industrialized
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C. Endings: Retraction of degree equivalency
tugues Do Antlantico Information Bureau, Inc.

-

Matter of Por-

At first blush, Portugues does not appear to depart radically from
prior case law. 9° Portugues recognized the instances where a third
preference visa can be based on the combination of experience and
education. 91 Portugues even acknowledged that educational programs
recognized by professional bodies would suffice as an adequate replacement for a formal degree. 92 Portugues, however, made its final
contention clear. The INS was departing from the equivalency standard. 93
Admittedly, the facts in Portugues did not present a strong case
for a third preference occupation. The beneficiary in Portugues tried
to argue that, by virtue of his experience as a remittance officer, he
qualified as a professional. 94 Instead of denying the petition on the

society are constantly expanding, consistent with the greater knowledge and specialized
training that such a society demands." Matter of Shin, 11 1. & N. Dec. 686, 687
(D.D. 1966).
Despite the eighteen year gap between Asuncion and Portugues and the expansion of the third preference category, case law still remained fairly consistent
regarding the degree standard. The inroads made into that standard, including
equivalent degrees in the form of experience, did not change the fact that the
baccalaureate degree continued to be the single most determinative evidence of
professionalism. See Javier v. INS, 335 F. Supp. 1391, 1394 (N.D. III. 1971).
9'Portugues, 1.& N. No. 2982 at 3. The Portugues court paid tribute to the
decisions in Matter of Yaakov and Matter of Bienkowski. Id.
912Id. "Case law also accomodates those rare instances where individuals attain
professional standing through directed experience and specialized non-institutional
instruction, as in 'reading' law, where such a program is recognized by appropriate
professional bodies as a form of preparation for practice of that profession." Id.
" See id. (Portugues court indicating that the previous evaluation of equivalent
degrees was "erroneous.").
It is difficult to stretch the third preference classifications to cover Portugues.
Beneficiary's occupation as a specialist in remittances seemed to be little more than
a glorified bank teller's job. See id. at 4 (for description of the beneficiary's job).
While bank officials fell within the third preference category, it does not appear
that any type of degree was necessary to obtain the beneficiary's occupation. See
Matter of Asuncion, 11 I. & N. Dec. 660 (R.C. 1966) (describing the minimum
entry requirement, which may include bank officials). It is the weakness of the
Portuguescase which Mr. Ruthizer, an immigration lawyer, criticizes most since the
Admistrative Appeals Unit did not have to make an "issue" out of the case, but
could have simply decided it on the grounds that the occupation in Portugues was
not a profession. In reviewing the facts of Portugues, Mr. Ruthizer questions "why
such a broad, far-reaching decision was made on such a weak case." Ruthizer,
Decision-Making by the Administrative Appeals Unit (A.A. U.) of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service Concerning H-I and Third Preference Professional, Interpreter Releases, Vol. 62, No. 20 458 (May 17, 1985).94
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fact that a remittance officer is not a professional, the court used
the facts in Portugues to deny all professional positions based on
experience. 95 By taking advantage of the weak facts in Portugues,
the INS discredited any case using experience as a viable substitute
for a degree. Under the INS view, the visa applicant in Portugues
was not a professional, therefore, any immigrant who attempted to
use equivalent experience to verify his professionalism likewise fell
outside of the third preference category. 96
To further justify its decision, the Portugues court discussed the
rare instances where, despite the absence of a degree, the INS had
graciously granted third preference status. 97 According to Portugues,
the only reason the beneficiaries in those rare cases were granted
visas was because they had completed "virtually all normal coursework required" to obtain their degrees 98 and were "extraordinary in
their personal abilities." 99 Upon closer examination of the cases,
91 The Portugues court made it clear that experience was per se invalid to use
in defining a third preference immigrant. "A professional position is one which
requires a standard and at least a baccalaureate level of university education for
practice, in which that education is used and applied, and which requires extensive
autonomous application of individual professional knowledge to particular fact situations." Portugues, I. & N. No. 2982 at 4.
Id. "The beneficiary is not a professional: the position he occupies is not a
professional one; the petitioners argument to the contrary is erroneous and rejected." Id.
Two additional cases which were not specifically mentioned by Portugues, yet,
fall within the "rare exception" category are Matter of Devnani, 11 I. & N. Dec.
800 (D.D. 1966), and Matter of Arjani, 12 1. & N. Dec. 649 (R.C. 1967). In Devnahi,
the beneficiary had over ten years of experience in chemistry. Matter of Devnani.
I11.& N. at 801. In Arjani, the beneficiary had nine years of accounting experience.
Matter of Arjani, 12 I. & N. at 651.
According to Portugues, the beneficiaries in Matter of Yaakov and Matter of
Bienkowski had completed "virtually all normal coursework, lacking only a degree."
Portugues, I. & N. No. 2982 at 3. Theordore Ruthizer, however, calls this interpretation into question. Ruthizer, supra note 94, at 458. The beneficiary in Yaakov
had three and one-half years' university education in China and Israel, yet the court
opinion gave no evidence of how many years of an equivalent United States degree
beneficiary had obtained. Matter of Yaakov, I. & N. Dec. 203. Furthermore, the
beneficiary's study was not concentrated within one area, but rather, in an unspecified
major. Id. The beneficiary in Bienkowski did have courses in his alleged profession.
Once again, however, the court did not state a United States equivalent degree.
Matter of Bienkowski, 12 1. & N. Dec. 17. See also Ruthizer, supra note 94, at
460 (Ruthizer proclaiming that both Yaakov and Bienkowski stand for propositions
opposite of that reached in Portugues).
The Portugues court did not even attempt to explain the adage "extraordinary
personal ability." The closest the court came was to say that, because these individuals
occupied professional positions without virtue of a degree, then they obviously
possessed extraordinary abilities. Portugues, I. & N. No. 2982 at 3. This is at best,
a circuitous argument.
91

98
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however, it is clear the beneficiaries in those cases were no more
extraordinary than other visa petitioners. What is apparent is that
these predecessors to Portugues were rightfully recognized for the
one common, outstanding characteristic they did possess. The immigrants in the cases all had extensive experience in their respective
occupations.' °° Ironically, Portugues relied on these cases to deny the
equivalency standard.
III.

ANALYSIS

Portugues' break with well-founded precedent is apparent when
contrasted with prior case law development. The Asuncion court
broadened the meaning of a "professional" when it recognized the
value of equivalent experience.' ° ' The Shin case extended the professional class by stipulating that a progressive society requires greater
knowledge and specialization, often provided by people without diplomas. 02 Furthermore, several cases, such as Matter of Devnani03
and Matter of Yaakov,1°4 allowed immigrants with vast experience,
but no degree, to practice their professions in the United States.
As a result of Portugues, those immigrants with specialized knowledge will most likely be ineligible for professional classification. Additionally, the Portugues decision will effectively cut short any progress
made by such cases as Devnani and Yaakov by eliminating experience
as a qualification. 5 The pronouncement that experience cannot be
the equivalent of a degree will divest the experienced accountant,

,00The beneficiary in Yaakov did not have a degree in library science, but she
did have twelve years of experience as a librarian. Matter of Yaakov 13 i. & N.
at 204. In Bienkowski, the beneficiary likewise had twelve years of experience in
his chosen field of economics, Matter of Bienkowski, 12 1. & N. at 18. Without
the benefit of a degree, the beneficiary in Bienkowski had consistently progressed
in responsibility. At the time of the decision, he was chief economist for a multinational corporation, a member of the Economists' Forum of the Canadian Manufacturer's Association and director of the Toronto Chapter of the American Marketing Association. Id. at 19.
Matter of Asuncion, 11 1.& N. at 662.
,0,
2 Matter of Shim, 11 1. & N. at 688.
Matter of Devnani, 11 1.& N. Dec. at 800.
Matter of Yaakov, 13 1. & N. Dec. at 202.
"" Portugues, 1.& N. No. 2982 at 4. Admittedly, the Portugues court mentioned
Yaakov as one of its exceptions. Id. at 3. The fact remains, however, that Portugues
clearly and unequivocally stated that experience is not a substitution for education,
thereby making it extremely difficult for those without the proper degree to get any
credit for their life's experience.
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chemist or other such professional immigrant of their professional

status.
Portuguesrepresents not only a departure from prior case law, but
also an aberration of common-sense rule making. Faced in 1965 with
a mass of new, complex legislation,1 °6 the INS gradually formulated
equitable methods for granting professional visas. The Service set a
threshold standard, 0 7 yet remained flexible enough to recognize varying
circumstances.' 08 The INS and the courts both acknowledged that
rigid policies make bad law.' °9 The Portugues court, however, chose
to ignore case precedent and instead, conditioned third preference
visa petitions on an inflexible inquiry of whether or not the immigrant
had the appropriate degree."' 0
Aside from the overt message regarding the necessity of a degree,''
the Portugues case also makes subtle, yet disturbing, statements concerning the policy reasons behind the decision. Ultimately, the Portugues court was not so concerned with the proper standards of a
profession as it was worried about the ramifications of loosened
regulation." 2 By restricting the ambit of the professional class, the

- See 8 U.S.C. for a multitude of regulations established by the 1965 amendment.
''The INS repeatedly used the Asuncion court's "realistic prerequisite" degree
as a guideline for determining a profession.
1'"By the very language of its decisions, the INS repeatedly gave leeway to new
situations deserving third preference treatment. See, e.g., Matter of Asuncion, II
I. & N. Dec. 660 (R.C. 1966); Matter of Shin, 11 1. & N. 686 (D.D. 1966); Matter
of Gutierrez, 12 1. & N. Dec. 418 (D.D. 1967); Matter of Bienkowski, 12 I. & N.
Dec. 17 (D.D. 1966).
" By developing the third preference category step by step, the courts did not
offend anyone's sensibilities. The INS avoided taking drastic measures, yet allowed
natural development of the professional class. The Asuncion case built on the Hsueh
court's determination that an academic degree was preferable for professional classification. Matter of Asuncion, I ll . & N. at 667. The Shin case naturally followed
Asuncion by adding its own occupations to the growing list of professions. Matter
of Shin, I ll . & N. at 688. The equivalent degree cases such as Yaakov and Bienkowski
were not written on a clean slate, but rather, embodied Asuncion's pronouncement
of the viability of equivalent experience. Matter of Yaakov, 13 I. & N. at 205;
Matter of Bienkowski, 12 1. & N. at 19.

In a review of Michael Rebell and Arthur Block's book,
MAKING

AND

THE

COURTS:

AN

EMPERICAL

STUDY

OF

EDUCATIONAL

JUDICIAL ACTIVISM

POLICY

(1982),

judicial activism as a method of social change is examined. The reviewer ultimately
concludes that judicial activism is democratic, if exercised within proper degrees.
Clune, Book Review, 93 YALE L.J. 763, 778 (1984).
Il Portugues, I. & N. No. 2982 at 4.
.. Id. at 3.
112 Apparently, it was the relaxation of restrictions on the third preference
classification which Portugues used to justify its decision. According to Portugues, entry
into the United States was more readily available to professional workers than other
workers. Id. at 4.
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Portugues court did not merely state the law; the court also punished
those employers and immigrants who were trying to "beat the system." 3 According to the Portugues court, employers who hire immigrants are not truly interested in hiring professionals, but rather,
are more concerned with filling their employment vacancies by cloak14
ing the immigrant-employees in third preference guise.'
A recently decided case, Matter of Cantec Representative, Inc. ,"'
6
is illustrative of Portugues' impact on third preference applicants."
Cantec undeniably supports the Portugues rationale, even repeating
some portions of the Portugues decision verbatim." 7 The beneficiary
in Cantec had applied for a third preference visa based on his experience and vocational education in electrical engineering." 8 The INS
denied the petition, proclaiming that prior decisions concerning the

"'

Id.

Id. The court in Portugues stated:
There is a natural tendency on the part of employers who desire to obtain
the services of a particular alien employee in as expeditious a fashion as
possible to attempt to classify nonprofessional functionaries as professionals
for immigration purposes in order to avoid the more extensive administrative
procedures attendant on other immigrant and non-immigrant classifications.
This appears to have occurred in this instance.

" One reporter has suggested that Portugues' assumption that employers are
dealing underhandedly has had serious repercussions on United States business:
One New York immigration lawyer proclaimed that the situations border
on absurdity. 'You have these rediculous situations where a manager responsible for a lot of money and people -- say a senior vice-president of
international banking at a big bank -- isn't held to be the equivalent of
a 21-year old graduate with an accounting degree.' One Australian firm
settled the predicament by having the intended president of the American
branch of the company act as a consultant. Another would-be immigrant,
a principal in the United States company, only gained admittance on his
wife's nurse's visa.
Huey, Executive Immigrants Find Maze of Rules HinderingEntry to U.S., Wall St.
I., June 6, 1985, at 19, col. 4. The Huey article suggests that under the present
system, immigrants trying to gain admittance as professionals may indeed have to
resort to underhanded methods, thereby making the Portugues reasoning a selffulfilling prophecy. Id.
"I Matter of Cantec Representatives, Sec., 1. & N. No. 2988 (Oct. 5, 1984) (order
denying petition).
116

Id.

I "Longevity in a nonprofessional position is not a professional attribute."
Id.
Id. at 4. See also Portugues, I. & N. No. 2982 at 4. "The cited case law and its
statutory and regulatory foundation do not stand for the proposition that longevity
in a particular nonprofessional occupation demonstrates a professional level of ability
or merit on the part of the incumbent." Id.
"I Cantec, I. & N. No. 2988 at 4.
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equivalency standard"' 9 "do not stand for the proposition that experience may somehow be substituted for the standard educational
20
qualifications prerequisite to practice of a particular profession.
Some authorities herald another recent decision, Matter of Stratton
Industries, Inc.,'21 as providing relief from Portugues' absolutism.
Stratton does present a minor post-Portugues victory for advocates

of degree equivalency. On appeal from a previous visa denial, the
beneficiary's thirty years of engineering experience was sufficiently
noted.' 22 The court held that the applied-for position required a "fullfledged" engineer and that, by virtue of his high level and length of23
experience, the beneficiary was an engineer in fact, if not in title.'
In the final analysis, however, Stratton Industries does not represent
a significant departure from Portugues. Although the Stratton Industries court paid deference to the Portugues rationale, the court
characterized Stratton Industries as one of those extremely rare cases
where a formal degree was not necessary in light of the beneficiary's
other achievements. 24 As in Portugues, Stratton Industries refused
to concede equivalent experience as being a viable alternative to
formalized education. 25 By making Stratton Industries a rarity, the
court made it an exception, thereby preventing any reputable
26
support for the equivalency standard.'

"I Cantec, I. & N. No. 2988 at 4. The Regional Commissioner ruled that the
beneficiary had incorrectly relied on Devnani. Id. According to the Commissioner,
Devnani was distinguishable from the case at bar since the beneficiary in Devnani
had a bachelor's degree in chemistry. Id. Contra Ruthizer, supra note 7, at 4 (the
Service's pronouncement that Mr. Devnani possessed a bachelor's degree in chemistry
is erroneous).
20 Cantec, 1.& N. No. 2988 at 4.
,21Matter of Stratton Industries, I. & N. A26-842-762 (Dec. 4, 1984) (order granting
petition).
122 Stratton, I. & N. A26-842-762 at 1.
,21Id. The Associate Commissioner agreed with the petitioner's counsel that it is
the nature and level of expertise that is of crucial importance and not a paper
qualificiation. Id.
124 Id. "Given
the standards of eligibility . . . it would be extremely rare that a
beneficiary could qualify for a professional position absent any collegiate training,
and rare to qualify without significant academic training . . . ." Id. Mr. Ruthizer
saw the Stratton Industries case as a definite loosening of the strict holding in
Portugues. Ruthizer, supra note 94, at 5. Cf. Interview with Daryl
Buffenstein, Attorney at Law, Immigration Specialist, in Atlanta, Georgia (Sept.
20, 1985) (Mr. Buffenstein viewing Stratton Industries as only a slight improvement
over Portugues, the equivalency standard still being held in contempt by the INS
decision-makers) [hereinafter cited as Buffenstein Interview].
2I Stratton Industries, A26-842-762 at 3.
126 According to Mr. Buffenstein, only if Stratton Industries is declared a precedent
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In addition to invalidating nineteen years of case history, Portugues
contradicts the legislative intent of the 1965 amendment to the INA.
As previously discussed, Congress did not intend a narrow definition
of a "member of the professions." In fact, several legislators mentioned various synonyms for third preference immigrants. 2 7 The final
Senate report clearly expressed the congressional purpose for including
the third preference category. "The bill provides an ample preference
for the members of the professions with personal qualifications whose
admission will be substantially beneficial to the national economy,
cultural interests, or welfare of the United States."' 2 8 Additionally,
while providing a sample list of professions, the legislature left room
for subsequent additions. 2 9 Until the Portugues decision, the courts
freely used the open-ended provision to develop and define the professional class. 30 If the above interpretation of the congressional intent
is correct, and for all purposes it seems to be, the irony of Portugues
is striking. Portugues puts restraints on the very people Congress
intended to welcome freely.'
Analogous to Portugues' restrictions on the professional class is
the dilemma facing foreign investors who attempt to immigrate to
the United States. While investors seem to fit the class of desirable
immigrants which Congress intended to encourage to immigrate, foreign investors are, like professionals, met by significant obstacles.
Since foreign investor visas1 2 are available only after preference visas
are processed, investors and other nonpreference immigrants en-

decision will it have the appropriate impact on Portugues. Buffenstein Interview,
supra note 125.
See, e.g., 111 CONG. REC. at H21,597, H21,765, H21,795 (1965).
,18S. REP. No. 748, 89th Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted in 1965 U.S. CODE CONG.

& AD. NEws 3332.
'1 8
130

U.S.C. § l101(a)(32) (1970).

Id.

" Characteristic of the severe impact of Portugues is the reaction by the INS

itself. "The question of the standards for determining who is a professional for
third preference purposes is certainly a live one. The publication of the precedent
decision in Matter of Portugues Do Atlantico Information Bureau, Inc. has stirred
up considerable controversy." Interpreter Releases, 62 AM. COUNCIL FOR NATION-

836 (1985).
"2 As pointed out by attorney and ex-immigrant Daryl Buffenstein, it seems ironic
that the United States would keep out those people who could make the most
contribution to the country's economy. Buffenstein Interview, supra note 125. Author
Huey agrees: "It really doesn't make a lot of sense if the idea is to promote foreign
investment." Huey, supra note 121.
ALITIES SERV.
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counter difficulties gaining access to the United States. 3 3 When contrasted with the immigration policies of other countries, 34 this lack
of concern for potential contributors is even more apparent. 35 Canada's immigration laws reflect the desire to foster development for
a strong and viable economy. 36 In fact, when measuring an immigrant's potential contributory power, Canada takes experience into
account. 37 Australia also has liberal immigration laws concerning

38
those immigrants with valuable assets.
Portugues' most disturbing result, however, is the imposition of
limitations on third preference immigration despite the fact that rampant illegal immigration continues to escalate. 39 Ironically, it is likely
that the flood of illegal aliens has created animosity toward all
immigrants,' 40 including the productive professional class. 4' Even if
the Portugues court has restricted the professional class to assuage

" 8 U.S.C. § 1153(d) (1984). There is a separate provision for nonpreference
immigrants, the nonpreference category containing all immigrants who do not fall
into one of the six preference classes. Id. See also 8 C.F.R. § 212.8(b) (1982) (listing
the criteria and policies for allowing exemption of investors from the certification
process).
- Note, Immigration for Investors: A Comparative Analysis of U.S. Canadian
and Australian Policies, 7 B.C. INT'L COMP. L. REV. 113-34 (1984).
" 8 U.S.C. § 1153(a) (1984). See Note, supra note 134. As of publication of the
Note, the United States had not issued an immigration visa to an investor since
1978. Id. at 113. Meanwhile, the waiting lists for preference visas remain. IA C.
GORDON & H. ROSENFIELD, supra note 66.
"1 See Note, supra note 134. The author notes that both Canada and Australia
have expansive immigration policies emphasizing the economic and manpower needs
of each nation. Id. at 124-31.
11 Gordon, The Immigration Law of the Future, 1 TRANSNAT'L IMM. L. REV. 4
(1979). The author notes the incongruity of giving preference to third and sixth
category immigrants while denying preference to aliens "whose investments contribute
to the wealth and job opportunities of the U.S." Id. at 6.
'

Note, supra note 134, at 124.

While conflicting figures continue to be broadcast frequently, current figures
of illegal immigration have been estimated to be in the range of three to five million
per year. Illegals Jeopardize U.S. "Open Door" Policy, Christian Sci. Monitor,
June 11, 1984, at 3, col. 2.
'4, There is, in fact, a high probability that United States people do view immigration as having a negative impact on society. In a recent opinion poll, 91% of
the United States public polled wanted an "all-out effort" to stop at least illegal
immigration. Giuliani, The Immigration Program of the Reagan Administration, 36
""

UNIV. MIAMI L. REV. 807, 808 (1982).
'1 John Higham, a history professor at Johns Hopkins University, articulated the

possible reaction of the public toward immigration. "If we postpone rational reform
too long, we risk a repeat of the 1920s" when anti-immigrant feeling resulted in
blantantly xenopathic policies. Illegals JeopardizeU.A. "Open Door" Policy, supra
note 139.
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the fears of a disturbed public, its decision is no less arbitrary or
inequitable. The fact remains that while illegal immigrants are slipping
over the borders, highly qualified professionals are being stopped at
42
the gate. ,
The Portugues decision may be contrary to case precedent, legislative intent and common sense, but the case, unfortunately fits well
within current immigration policy. The Reagan administration has
moved toward restrictive measures, not only within the third pref43
erence category, but throughout the entire immigration provisions.'
Current public opinion and politics seem to dictate the need to "do
something" about immigration.'" The Portugues decision reflects
these current policies by putting regulatory measures into effect which
restrict the number of immigrants qualifying for third preference
visas.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Little doubt exists that a continuation of the Portugues stance
towards third preference immigrants results in adverse effects on both
individuals and businesses who have a stake in the employment of
professional immigrants. 45 Portugues denies qualified immigrants the

142 In addition to the restrictions upon the professional immigrants by Portugues
are the inherently difficult administrative steps an immigrant must take in order to
obtain an immigrant visa. IA C. GORDON & H. ROSENFIELD, supra note 66, § 3.5(b).
First the immigrant must submit a preliminary petition for approval to the Attorney
General which merely determines whether or not the immigrant qualifies for preferred
status. Id. The beneficiary must file a separate petition to the INS. Id. The beneficiary
also must comply with the labor certification requirements of the Labor Department.
Id. The alien also must have had a specific job offer from an employer. Id. See 8
U.S.C. § 1153(d)(3) (1984). Even after the visa is issued, the immigrant's admissibility
must be resolved by immigration officers at the port of entry. IA C. GORDON &
H. ROSENFIELD, supra note 66 at § 3.5(b).
"I A case in point is the recent legislation concerning employer sanction measures
against illegal alien employees. Note, Immigration Reform - Provisions in the Proposed Immigration and Control Act of 1985 Permitting the Use of Temporary
Foreign Workers in the United States - Importing Labor from Mexico, 16 GA. J.
INT'L & COMP. L. 671-87 (1986). The Simpson-Massoli bill has floundered for three
years now, with no concensus on what exactly should be done about the illegal
immigrants continuously coming into the United States. Id. What is of consensus is
that the Reagan administration has called for restrictive measures. See Hiller, Immigration Policies of Reagan Administration, 44 U. P.H. L. R. 495, 497 (1982).
"

Hiller, supra note 143, at 490.

As one authority on immigration law noted, it is ironic that the INS refuses
to admit these qualified immigrants when the companies who wish to hire these
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opportunity to help boost United States economic, social and cultural
life. In fact, there are already hints throughout recent INS decisions
that an even tougher standard is being formulated. 46 The INS has
recently suggested that not only is a formal degree required, but also
that the degree must be indicative of a technical and not a liberal
arts education.' 47 An immigrant requesting a third preference visa
may soon have to show that not only does he have a diploma, but
also that the diploma attests to his technical or specialized educational
studies. 148
Because immigration has been a controversial subject throughout
United States history, answers to the difficult questions concerning
immigrants are not so easily derived. The very nature of the subject
lends itself to adversarial propositions. Some authors suggest an
isolationist immigration law,' 4 9 while others argue for liberal immi-

immigrants are more than willing to accept their less-than-complete education. Interview with Beryl Farris, Attorney at Law, Immigration Specialist, in Atlanta,
Georgia (Sept. 20, 1985). Verifying Ms. Farris' misgivings are the weekly advertisements in such newspapers as The New York Times and Wall Street Journal which

consistently list professional positions requiring either a degree or equivalent experience. Ruthizer, supra note 94, at 462. Examples of such advertisements would be
a listing by Coleco Industries, Inc., wishing to hire a Treasury analyst and asking
for an M.B.A. or "equivalent business background" and a listing by Grumman
Corporation for the positions of Manufacture Engineer, Material and Process Engineer and Advanced Manufacturing and Process Engineer, all of which require
either a B.A. in engineering or "equivalent work experience." Id. Most ironic of
all the advertisements is the one put in by the Federal Government. The Federal
Government has posted openings in the INS for the position of Immigrant Inspectors
requiring either a bachelor's degree or "three years of responsible experience, or an
equivalent combination of education and experience." Id. at 463.
,46Mr. Ruthizer notes that recent non-precedent decisions have "denigrated the
value of a liberal arts degree in favor of technical courses of study, and has held
that a liberal arts graduate may not qualify as a professional." Id.
,47 In Matter of
_
. SFR-N-2934, San Francisco, January 4, 1985, the
Administrative Appeals Unit held that the position must require a "precise and
specific course of study which relates directly and closely to the position in question."
Id.

I1 See generally id. at 464.

,41 Whelan, Principles of U.S. Immigration Policy, 44 U.

PITT.

L.

REV.

447-84

(1982-83). The author states:
International law clearly confers upon states an unrestricted, or discretionary, authority over immigration. While there are standards for the
treatment of aliens once admitted, a state is perfectly at liberty, by virture
of sovereignty over its territory, to deny admission to aliens altogether or
to admit whatever aliens it chooses (as visitors or as immigrants) in accordance with whatever conditions it wishes to prescribe. In this respect,
international law upholds a central component of the traditional concept
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gration policies.' 50 The fact remains, however, that common sense,
not temperamental rhetoric, must control United States immigration
law. Only by returning to the pre-Portuguesdecisions will immigration
laws concerning "members of the professions" achieve a sense of
proportion and fairness.
Debra A. Egger

of sovereignty and proposes a world order of independent and (at least
potentially) exclusive states.
Id. at 447.
110Nafziger, The General Admission of Aliens Under InternationalLaw, 77 AM.
J. INT'L L. 804-47 (Oct. 1983). In his article Nafziger expresses opinions diametrically
opposed to the views expressed by Whelan:
A claimed right of exclusion is usually considered an attribute of sovereignty and territoriality and is defended as an inherent power necessary
for the self-preservation of the state ... The widespread presumption that
there is an absolute right of exclusion affects the degree to which, and the
circumstances under which, states do admit aliens. For example, immigration
laws might be more generous if it were not for the widely held premise of
municipal authorities that the admission of each and every alien is a privilege.
Id. at 804-05.
Indeed, the author questions the whole principle of exclusion, saying it is based on
"nativism, racial prejudice, and ideological repugnance." Id. at 824.

